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The Britannica Vision

For over 250 years, Britannica has collaborated with experts, scholars, educators, designers,
and specialists as well as our global team of editors to provide safe, reliable, and relevant
information. We work diligently to review all content and produce digital learning products
that are critical to providing a useful and enjoyable learning experience.

Britannica Education resources are designed in collaboration with parents, educators, and
content experts for the modern-day classroom and home learning environments.

We are passionate about igniting curiosity and spreading the joy of discovery to learners by
bringing high-quality,  reliable, and accessible learning resources to people all over the world.
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Britannica ImageQuest
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One resource, many uses!

Britannica ImageQuest brings lesson plans, assignments, and projects to life with more than 3 million
images and 11, 000 videos from over 60 leading collections…and growing!

The Bridgeman Art Gallery, Getty Images, the Science Photo Library, Ingram Publishing, the National
Geographic Society, and other trusted media sources have joined with Britannica to provide the
best and broadest offering of curriculum-relevant imagery, videos, and clip art-materials
(infographics, signs and symbols, graphic concepts and cool vector illustrations), all rights-cleared
for educational, non-commercial use. 
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Galleries
On the ImageQuest home page you'll find carefully curated galleries of images and
videos to explore! Browse the best quality images and videos of our most popular
searches to easily find the content you're looking for. Spark student curiosity with
these easy-to-explore collections!
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Search Results
Easily search the millions of images and videos available on ImageQuest through
the search bar. You can select either images or videos to see all results and easily
find the perfect media piece for your lesson, project, or presentation!

Filter Results
With access to millions of high-quality images
and videos you can refine your search by using
the search filter tools. Filter images by your
favorite media partners, search images by
orientation, or access millions of clip art images!
With videos, filter by media partner or by
whether or not they have sound. 

Multiple Images and Videos 
Engage with multiple images or videos at one
time by clicking on the "Select" button. Select
multiple images or videos at once to download,
share, print, and save to your My Media!
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Media Tools

Media Details
Students and educators can use images and videos in many ways to support
classroom instruction! Include media in lessons and activities to increase media
literacy and support visual learning.

Select an image or video of your choice to save,
share, and cite. All images and videos come with
citations in all four formatting styles. Save media
to your personal My Britannica account,
download directly to your computer, or print
images instantly! 

Sharing
Share your search results by downloading
media files directly to your computer. Email
images and videos to other Britannica users.
Print images or share media to Google Drive,
Google Classroom, or Microsoft Teams!
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My Media
Set yourself up with a personal My Britannica account and save images and
videos! Here, both educators and students are able to view their favorited media
and to organize images and videos into albums. The notes section allows for
simple communication between educators and students, making My Media a
great tool for digital learning!
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How should teachers use My Media?

My Media provides the perfect area for
teachers to collect and organize all relevant
images and videos for a specific unit of work.
Use the notes section for forward planning. You  
can also share the album. Students are able to
view the album without having a My Britannica
account. 

How should students use My Media?

Students can keep track of the content they
have found as they research by organizing it into
an album. They can use the notes section to
write summaries of key points and other notes
they collect as they research.
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Image Story
Combine the power of images and storytelling to
enhance media literacy! Use Image Story to
inform others about a research topic using the
sequencing of images and text.

Image Dictionary
Enhance vocabulary acquisition of domain- and
content-specific words. Relate visual images to
to specific definitions.

Best in Search
Teach learners to refine their search results
using Best in Search. Enhance students'
searching strategies by comparing search terms,
keywords, and results.

Unit Wrap-up
Synthesize learning with Unit Wrap-up.
Encourage students to relate concepts learned
throughout to relevant images.
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To learn more, contact us:
contact@eb.com | (800) 621-3900 | britannicaeducation.com


